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SC-08 WHITE
899,00 € inc. VAT

Compact but powerful 8" coaxial speaker - white finish

SKU: B08625

Categories: Passive speakers

EAN13 : 5420025686259

brand Synq

The SC-08 is a compact, trapezoidal and very powerful "point source" loudspeaker suitable for a wide range of applications.

It is equipped with a high quality custom 8" coaxial driver with a neodymium magnet and a 1.45" compression driver (coil: 1").

The 2-way passive crossover is equipped with the best audio components available to produce a perfectly homogeneous frequency

response without phase errors under all circumstances.

The carefully tuned, resonance-free bass-reflex cabinet is made of premium Baltic birch plywood and covered with scratch-resistant

textured black polyurea.

This loudspeaker has a 90° circular dispersion profile with no phase error, allowing it to be quickly and easily adapted to a wide range

of applications without the need for additional adjustment.

For many applications, the maximum SPL of 123dB and the frequency response of 70-20,000Hz are more than sufficient. By adding

one or more subwoofers from the SQ series, it is perfectly possible to build a complete sound system that is very powerful but visually

unobtrusive.

The many connection and hanging options make this speaker very attractive to rental companies looking for maximum flexibility:

The 4-pole Speakon inputs/outputs, combined with an 8-ohm impedance and the ability to easily switch between Speakon +/-1

and +/-2 connections, allow multiple SC-08s to be connected in series via a single 4-wire speaker cable.

The SC-08 mounts on a 35mm speaker stand as standard, but can also be equipped with an optional U-mount bracket.

Mounting points are also provided to quickly attach the SC-08 to ALU trusses using standard omega brackets.

Thanks to its smart design, the SC-08 is also perfect for use as a compact stage monitor.

Available as standard in black or white finish.

Speaker power: 300Waes (recommended amplifier: 600Wrms).

Four SC-08 speakers with U-brackets and omega brackets can be transported in the optional flight case.

https://hitmusic.eu/en/product-category/sound/speakers/passive-speakers/
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INFORMATIONS COMPLÉMENTAIRES

Brand Synq

Power 300 W aes

Impedance 8 Ω

Taille du haut-parleur 8

Function Mounting 35 mm

SPL max (@1m) 123 dB

Family SC

Protection class IP20
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